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1. Introduction 
One recurring claim in the literature is that an elided verb phrase must appear locally 
enough to an auxiliary (cf. Lobeck, 1995, Merchant, 2001). Viewed in this light, a 
language like Swedish possibly lacks VP ellipsis (VPE), since VP anaphora invariably 
involve the putative predicate pronoun det 'it,' either in combination with an auxiliary 
(1a), Aux Det, or the light verb göra 'do,' (1b), Göra Det. Indeed, (1) resembles the 
English Do It construction, which is distinct from VPE (Hankamer and Sag, 1976): 
 
(1)  a Kalle  kan  jaga  älg,  och  Lisa  kan  också  det. 
   Kalle can  hunt moose and  Lisa can  also it 
   'Kalle can hunt moose and Lisa can too.'       Aux Det 
 
  b Kalle kan  jaga  älg,  och  Lisa  kan  också  göra det. 
   Kalla can  hunt moose and  Lisa can  also do it 
   'Kalle can hunt moose and Lisa can too.'       Göra Det 
 
However, previous studies on Scandinavian, such as Herold-Ström (2006) and Houser 
et.al. (2007), argue that examples like (1) are comparable to VPE in many respects. 
For this reason, Houser et.al. (2007) argue for an ellipsis account, with the supplement 
that det 'it' in (1) spells out the elided vP at PF: 
 
(2)  …  Lisai kan  också (göra) [vP ti  jaga  älg] …  vP  → det 
   Lisa can  also (do)   hunt moose 
 
Houser et.al. correctly predict that material can be extracted out of the VP anaphor by 
for instance A-movement, (3). This fact follows from their hypothesis that a fully 
articulated vP is present at some stage in the derivation: 
 
(3)  a Båten   har  sjunkit   och  flotten har också det. 
   boat.the has  sunkUnacc and  raft.the has also it 
   'The boat has sunk and the raft has too.'       Aux Det 
                                                
*We gratefully acknowledge the insightful comments and questions from the audiences at NELS 44 and 
McGill University. We also express our gratitude to Umeå University for enabling us to carry out the 
research reported here. Any remaining mistakes and errors are the sole responsibility of the auhtors.  



  b Båten   har  sjunkit   och  flotten har också gjort det. 
   boat.the has  sunkUnacc and  raft.the has also done it 
   'The boat has sunk and the raft has too.'       Göra Det 
 
Nevertheless, this account fails to capture a little discussed asymmetry in Swedish. It 
turns out that an internal argument can be A-extracted in passives if and only if the 
light verb göra 'do' is absent, as witnessed by the contrast between (4a) and (4b).  
 
(4)  a Båten  har  sänkts   och  flotten  har  också det. 
   boat.the has sunkTr.Pass  and  raft.the has also it 
   'The boat has been sunk and the raft has too.'       Aux Det 
 
  b *Båten  har sänkts  och  flotten   har  också gjorts  det. 
   boat.the has sunkTr.Pass and  raft.the  has also done.Pass it 
   'The boat has been sunk and the raft has too.'      Göra Det 
 
 In this paper we argue that the Aux Det (1a) and Göra Det (1b) constructions are 
structurally distinct. While both are bona fide instantiations of VPE, a number of 
asymmetries - like the one in (4) - emerge as a result of structural differences. Firstly, 
we will argue that the pronominal det 'it' is neither a predicate pronoun nor the result 
of a post-cyclic rewrite rule. Rather, we claim that it is an element that appears 
adjacent to the ellipsis site, on a par with English auxiliaries. Specifically, the pronoun 
is analyzed as being contained in the functional projection that hosts the [E]-feature 
that triggers ellipsis (Merchant, 2001, 2008, 2013b). While we shall argue that Aux 
Det, (1a), by and large is parallel to its English equivalent, we claim that such an 
analysis does not carry over to Göra Det, (1b). Rather, it will be shown that the 
combination of the the light verb göra 'do' and det 'it' in (1b) makes up a complex 
raising verb, whose complement is elided. Moreover, we pursue a line of analysis in 
which göra is a Case licensing unaccusative, of the kind that is independently found in 
the Scandinavian languages. 
 The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we situate the Swedish Aux Det 
and Göra Det in the larger pictures of VPE, and demonstrate that they qualify for 
ellipsishood. Section 3 discusses some crucial aspects of the syntactic distribution of 
Aux Det and Göra Det and it is argued that the asymmetries observed suggest that the 
two are structurally distinct. These distinctions are further discussed in section 4, 
where we spell out the details of our analysis. Section 5 concludes the paper. 
 
2. Swedish has VP Ellipsis 
 
In Merchant's (2001) interpretation of Hankamer and Sag (1976), a fully articulated 
vP undergoes deletion qua non-pronunciation, when appearing locally to a head that 
hosts a licensing feature, [E(llipsis)]:1 
 
(5)   John hasn't broken a window, but Mary has[E] [vP broken a window]. 
 

                                                
1  Hankamer and Sag's (1976) dichotomy between surface and deep anaphors corresponds to 
deletion/ellipsis and base-generation respectively. The idea traces back to Grinder and Postal's (1971) 
Identity of Reference and Identity of Sense Anaphora (see Johnson, 1996). For an important precurser 
to Merchant, see Lasnik (1995).  



(5) stands in sharp contrast to base-generated instances of VP anaphora, such as the 
English do it construction, where a predicate pronoun occurs: 
 
(6)   John didn't break the window. It was Mary who [VP did it].  
 
(5) and (6) differs with regards to whether or not movement can be detected. Since (5) 
hosts a silent yet structurally intact vP, syntactic operations can target material within 
the vP. In contrast, because (6) lacks covert structure, comparable effects are missing. 
As we pointed out in the introduction, in example (3), a DP has been A-extracted out 
of an unaccusative environment. Concurring with Houser et.al. (2007), this possibility 
provides a first piece of evidence that Aux Det and Göra Det instantiate VPE. 
 A second argument involves quantifier interactions. It is well-known that VPE 
allows inverse scope, unlike Do It anaphora (Merchant, 2013a). Therefore, it is 
important to notice that the Swedish Aux Det and Göra Det constructions permit both 
surface and inverse scope, in lieu of the presence of a putative predicate pronoun: 
 
(7)  a En läkare  ska  undersöka  alla patienter,       Aux Det 
   A doctor  shall examine  every patient,  
   och  sedan  ska  en sjuksköterska  det. 
   and then  shall  a nurse    it 
   'A doctor shall examine every patient, and then a nurse shall.'  (∃∀,∀∃) 
 
  b En läkare  undersökte  alla patienter,        Göra Det 
   A doctor  examined   every patient, 
   och  sedan  gjorde  en sjuksköterska  det. 
   and  then  did   a nurse    it 
   ' A doctor examined every patient, and then a nurse did.'   (∃∀,∀∃) 
 
Consequently, there must exist covert structure in (7) that fascilitates Quantifier 
Raising (cf. May, 1985). Following Legate (2003), this effect is achieved if the 
universal QP in (7) targets the left edge of vP, which moreover is the vP that elides: 
 
(8)  [vP every patient [vP a nurse v [VP V xevery patient]]] 
 
In short, Aux Det and Göra Det permit a type of quantifier interactions found VPE, 
but not in Do It anaphora, thus supporting an ellipsis account like Houser et.al. (2007). 
 The third argument refers to the aspectual status of the antecedent (in the sense of 
Verkuyl, 1989). Unlike Do It anaphora, VPE is compatible not only with dynamic 
antecedents, but also with non-dynamic ones (Merchant, 2013a). Also in this regard 
Swedish Aux Det and Göra Det pattern like VPE: 
 
(9)  Kalle  har  verkat  lycklig  på sistone,  och  Lisa  har  också  (gjort) det. 
  Kalle has seemed happy recently and  Lisa has also (done) it 
  'Kalle has seemed happy recently, and Lisa has too. 
 
 In sum, for each of the tests that distinguish between VPE and base-generated 
anaphora in English, the Swedish Göra Det and Aux Det constructions persistently 
behave on a par with VPE. In other words, both involve a covert vP constituent.2 
 

                                                
2 Vinka and Waldmann (in prog.) discuss further cases that support this conclusion. 



3. The syntactic Distribution of Aux Det and Göra Det. 
 
In spite of the similarities reported above, Aux Det and Göra Det differ in various fine 
points of syntactic distribution. Firstly, Aux Det may be anteceded by a main verb, 
(10a), or by a combination of an auxiliary and a main verb, (10b): 
 
(10)  a Maria  har  kunnat simma,  och  Johan  har  också  kunnat det. 
   Maria has can.Ptc swim  and  Johan has also  can.Ptc it 
   'Maria has been able to swim, and Johan has also been able to.' 
 
  b Maria har  kunnat  simma,  och  Johan  har  också  det. 
   Maria has can.Ptc swim  and  Johan has  also  it 
   'Maria has been able to swim, and Johan has too.' 
 
In contrast, Platzack (2008) reports that Göra Det must be anteceded by a main verb, 
(11a), but not by a sequence of an auxiliary and a main verb, (11b): 
 
 (11) a Maria har aldrig  kunnat simma, men Johan har  kunnat  göra det.  
   Maria has never can.Ptc swim but  Johan has can.Ptc do  it 
   'Maria has never been able to swim, but Johan has been able to.' 
 
  b *Maria har  aldrig   kunnat  simma, men Johan  har   gjort  det. 
   Maria has never can.Ptc swim but  Johan has  done it 
   'Maria has never been able to swim, but Johan has.' 
 
(10) and (11) show that Aux Det may elide vP or a higher projection in the extended 
projection of the verb (Grimshaw, 2000), while Göra Det is restricted to elision of vP. 
Clearly, this asymmetry is contingent on the status of the verbal component. 
Following Aelbrecht (2009), we assume that the verbal element, an auxiliary in (12a) 
and a light verb in (12b), selects a functional projection that hosts Merchant's (2001) 
[E]-feature. This results in elision of the complement of F. In essence, the possible 
range of elision is circumscribed by the hierarchical position of the verbal component. 
 
(12) a … Aux [FP F[E] [AuxP / vP]]… 
  b … göra [FP F[E] [vP]]… 
 
 We must now address the issue of the pronominal element det 'it.' We claim that 
det 'it' is realized in FP, and thus rendered phonologically adjacent to the ellipsis site. 
One important piece of evidence for this claim, is found in the fact that det 'it' resists 
phonological contraction, (13a), unlike postverbal pronouns in general, (13b):3 
 
(13)  a [kaləә kan  jɑ:ga  ælj   ɔ   li:sa  kan   ɔksɔ  (jœ:ra) {dəә/*t}] 
   Kalle  kan  jaga  älg,  och  Lisa  kan  också  (göra) det. 
   Kalle can  hunt moose and  Lisa can   also (do) it 
   'Kalle can hunt moose and Lisa can too.' 
 
  b [kaləә ɕœptəә {dəә/t}] 
   Kalle  köpte  det. 
   Kalle bought it 

                                                
3 See Josefsson (2010) for a thorough discussion on the status of Swedish pronouns. 



This pattern is strikingly similar to the well-known ban on auxiliary contraction in 
English VPE (Ross, 1969, Lobeck, 1995, Lightfoot, 2006): 
 
(14) John won't read LGB, but Mary {will/*'ll} read LGB. 
 
Assuming that there is a general constraint that prohibits contraction of material that 
originates in a position adjacent to an ellipsis site, then (13b) is parallel to (14). If so, 
then it is reasonable to posit that det 'it' is located within the hypothesized FP in (12). 
But even so, it is not clear if the pronoun occupies the specifier or the head position of 
FP. This matter can be settled by considering an asymmetry in A'-extractions. 
 Beginning with Aux Det, it can be detected in (15), that a wh-phrase can be raised 
out of the elided constituent, provided that det 'it' is absent: 
 
(15)  Jag  vet   [vilken boki  Kalle  ska  läsa  ti ]    Aux Det 
  I  know which book Kalle  shall read 
  och  [vilken bokj  Lisa  ska    (*det) tj]. 
  and  which book Lisa shall  it  
  'I know which book Kalle will read and which book Lisa will.' 
 
The pattern in (15) is reminiscent of the classical that-trace effect (for instance, Lasnik 
and Saito, 1984, Rizzi, 1990). Our interpretation of this fact, is that det 'it' in Aux Det 
is the phonological exponent of the functional head F[E] and hence inserted post-
syntactically, according to the basic tenets of Distributed Morphology (Halle and 
Marantz, 1993). Assume further that det 'it' is selected in [-wh] contexts, whereas Ø is 
chosen elsewhere, (16). Consequently det 'it' is exluded in the [+wh] context (15). 
 
(16) a F[E][-wh] ↔ det[-wh] 
  b F[E][+wh] ↔ Ø 
  c … Aux [FP [F[E] det[-wh]][AuxP / vP]]… 
 
However, in Göra Det, argument wh-movement is consistently impossible, regardless 
of whether or not the pronominal is realized: 
 
(17)  *Jag vet   [vilken boki  Kalle  ska  läsa ti ]   Göra Det 
   I  know which book Kalle  shall read 
   och  [vilken bokj  Lisa  ska   göra (det)  tj]. 
   and  which book Lisa shall do  it 
   'I know which book Kalle will read and which book Lisa will.' 
 
Since det 'it' in Göra Det is not optional and since it persistently induces a locality 
violation in wh-contexts (Chomsky, 2000), it cannot be treated along the lines 
suggested in (16). Rather, we propose that det 'it' of Göra Det is realized in the 
specifier position of the FP, and that göra itself is of the category v, as shown in (18): 
 
(18) … görav [FP det F[E] [vP]]… 
 
 On a closing note, we propose that Göra Det is a complex predicate, where göra 
'do' is a light v.4 As such, it also follows that it must be a raising predicate. This, 
however, raises questions about locality. We turn to these immediately. 
                                                
4 For a more substantial motivation for this claim, see Vinka and Waldmann (in prog.). 



4. Case and Locality 
 
In the previous section we arrvived at the following conclusions. Aux Det involves 
elision of a verbal projection (AuxP or vP) and the pronoun det 'it' is the morpho-
phonological exponent of F [-wh]. Göra Det, on the other hand, is a complex predicate 
that embeds FP. FP in turn hosts [E] in its head position and the pronoun det 'it' 
occupies the specifier of FP. While the fact that Aux Det is transparent to movement 
follows straightforwardly from this analysis, a number of questions arise with regards 
to Göra Det. All things being equal, the general availability of subject raising and the 
well-formedness of (3b) are unexpected, because extraction proceeds across the 
pronominal Det, which we have claimed to occupy the specifier of FP. Most 
definitions of locality (for instance Rizzi, 1990, Chomsky, 1995, Pesetsky and 
Torrego, 2000) clearly states that because det 'it' in (19) below, asymmetrically c-
commands the mostly deeply embedded tDP, the indicated raising operation is illicit.  
 
(19) 

 
 
This dilemma can be solved by an approach to locality developed in a series of works 
by Novin Richards (Richards, 1998, Richards, 2001, Rackowski and Richards, 2005). 
The gist of Richards' claim is that the computation of locality may be relaxed, if a 
Probe requires multiple Agree relations. The idea is that the Probe α in (20), may 
enter an Agree relation with the Goal γ, provided that α has entered a prior Agree 
relation with the Goal β, thus sidestepping the Defective Intervention Constraint 
(Chomsky, 2000, Hiraiwa, 2001): 
 
(20)  α [ … β … [ … γ …]] 
 
This possibility is captured by Richards' (ibid.) Principle of Minimal Compliance:  
 
(21) The Principle of Minimal Compliance (PMC) 
  Once a probe P is related by Agree with a goal G, P can ignore G for the rest 
  of  the derivation (cited from Rackowski and Richards, 2005) 
 
 The urgent question pertaining to Göra Det, is whether multiple Agree can be 
motivated? The key is found in Case. It is independently known that in Scandinavian 
languages there exist classes of Case licensing unaccusative verbs (Zaenen and 
Maling, 1990, Zaenen, Maling and Thráinsson, 1990, Sigurðsson, 2006). The common 
denominator for these, is the fact that (abstract) accusative Case is licensed by non-
passive verbs. On these grounds, we assume that Göra Det is a Case licensing 
complex raising predicate along the following lines: 
 
(22) a v=göra 'do' hosts a Case feature in all [+Active] environments 
  b det 'it' in SpecFP hosts an unvalued Case feature 
  c v=göra 'do' hosts an epp feature5 
                                                
5 It is possible that the presence of epp in an unaccusative derives from Baker's (2003) theory of lexical 
categories, where verbs are distinguished from other categories in requiring a specifier.  

... [TP DP T [vP tDP göra  [FP DET F [vP tDP ... ...]  ]]]... 
  

elide 

X 



As a result of (22a) and (22b), v=göra will invariably Agree for Case with det. Once 
this Agree-relation is established, the epp feature on  v=göra probes, and by virtue of 
the PMC (21), the DP raises across det, into a specifier of v=göra: 
 
(23) 

 
 
The derivation of Göra Det involving active antecedents, including unaccusatives, 
proceeds as shown in (23). This captures the fact that the properties of the Subject of 
Göra Det is contingent of the properties established in the antecedent clause. 
 We are now ready to tackle the puzzle raised in the introduction, namely the fact 
that Aux Det readily accepts passive antecedents, (24a), whereas Göra Det is illicit in 
such contexts, (24b). Aux Det is unproblematic, primarly because the pronominal det 
'it' in (24a) is the post-syntactic morphophonological exponent of F, and therefore it 
does not carry a case feature and it has no effect on the calculation of locality. 
 
(24) a Båten  har  sänkts   och  flotten  har  också det. 
   boat.the has sunkTr.Pass  and  raft.the has also it 
   'The boat has been sunk and the raft has too.'       Aux Det 
 
  b *Båten  har sänkts  och  flotten   har  också gjorts  det. 
   boat.the has sunkTr.Pass and  raft.the  has also done.Pass it 
   'The boat has been sunk and the raft has too.'      Göra Det 
 
In (24b), on the other hand, det 'it' is located in SpecFP and it hosts a Case feature. 
However, since v=göra is [-Active], it does not host a Case feature. Consequently, the 
sole probing feature on v=göra is epp, and therefore the PMC does not apply. The 
relevant parts of the illicit (24b) are given in (25).  
 
(25) … flotteni har också [vP ti gjorts [FP det F[E] [vP ti sänkts [VP tV ti]] ]] … 
   raft.the has also   done.Pass it     sink.Tr.Pass 
 
(25) is a straightforward example of a locality violation. Since v=göra does not enter 
an Agree relation with det 'it,' the pronoun prevents the epp-feature on v from 
establishing an Agree relation with the intended Goal, flotten 'raft.the.' This in turn 
blocks movement of flotten 'raft.the' out of the ellipsis domain, which leads to the 
failure of (24b).  
 This account makes a further prediction about passivization of Aux Det and Göra 
Det. Since the pronominal element det 'it' is claimed to be distinct in the two types of 
VPE, it is expected that passive should fail to promote det 'it' in Aux Det to Subject, 
since it essentially is a dummy element inserted in the post-syntactic component. On 
the other hand, since det 'it' in Göra Det originates in a specifier and hosts a Case 
feature, it should be accessible for movement. Indeed, this prediction is borne out as 
shown in (26): 
 
 

... [TP DP T [vP tDP göra  [FP DET F [vP tDP ... ...]  ]]]... 

  

elide 

I. Case (by (22a,b)) 

II. epp (by (22c)) 



(26)  a *Flotten ska  sänkas,           Aux Det 
   raft.the  shall sinkTr.Pass 
   när   det är  uppenbart [att  det   ska]. 
   when  it  is  obvious that  it  shall 
   'The raft shall be sunk when it is obvious that it (=sink the raft) shall.' 
 
  b Flotten  ska  sänkas,           Göra Det 
   raft.the  shall sinkTr.Pass 
   när  det  är  uppenbart [att  det   ska  göras]. 
   when  it  is  obvious that  it  shall do.Pass 
   'The raft shall be sunk when it is obvious that it (=sink the raft) shall be  
   done.' 
 
In (26a), Aux Det, det 'it' has raised to the Subject position of the bracketed embedded 
clause. Since det 'it' lacks the formal properties of a DP, the derivation fails. Rather, 
(24a) represents the only permitted derivation. In contrast, in the case of Göra Det, 
(26b), det 'it' has successfully raised to the subject position of the embedded clause. 
This follows from our analysis, since det 'it' has the formal properties of a DP. Notice 
furthermore that it cannot be claimed that det 'it' in neither  (26a) nor (26b) refers to 
flotten 'raft.the,' because det 'it' is neuter gender, whereas flotten 'raft.the' is not. 
 To summarize, in this section we have argued that Göra Det is Case licensing 
complex raising predicate. The crucial detail is that an Agree relation is established 
between the verbal component and the pronominal element. Aux Det, on the other 
hand, represents a more conservative strategy to form VPE. 
 
5. Conclusion 
 
Drawing on Houser et.al. (2007), we have argued that the Swedish VP anaphors Aux 
Det and Göra Det must be treated as instances of VPE, adopting the key ingredients of 
Merchant (2001, 2008, 2013b). We have shown that they are transparent to extraction, 
that they permit quantifier interactions and that they may take dynamic as well as non-
dynamic antecedents. While exhibiting a core of properties that are indicative of 
ellipsishood, Aux Det and Göra Det also differ in crucial aspects. Specifically, noticed 
that they impose different conditions on the size of their antecedents, such that Aux 
Det tolerates not only vP's but also auxiliary projections. Göra Det, in contrast, 
requires that the antecedent be a vP headed by a main verb. We also noticed that Aux 
Det allows wh-extraction out of the ellipsis site, provided that the pronominal element 
is omitted. In Göra Det, comparable cases of wh-extraction are disallowed, regardless 
of whether or not the pronominal surfaces. In our analysis, we proposed to capitalize 
on this distinction, and argued that the pronominal in Aux Det is but a post-syntactic 
dummy element, whereas in Göra Det it is a substantial part of a complex raising 
predicate. 
 Case plays a crucial role in our analysis. In fact, we have treated Göra Det on a par 
with other well-known instances of Case licensing unaccusatives in Scandinavian 
(Zaenen and Maling, 1990, Zaenen, Maling and Thráinsson, 1990, Sigurðsson, 2006). 
For reasons of space limitations, we defer a discussion of these until a later 
opportunity. 
 On a concluding note, we have shown in this paper that surface appearances in the 
study of VP anaphora can be dangerously misleading. While it is true that the surface 
profiles of Aux Det and Göra Det includes a "predicate pronoun," det 'it,' they must 
not be confused with what Hankamer and Sag (1976) label deep anaphora, such as Do 



It. By denouncing that there is anything predicate-like about Swedish det 'it,' Aux Det 
and Göra Det are not only empirically parallel to standard instances of VPE, but also 
readily analyzed as bona fide instances of VPE. 
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